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Chillin in Negril is the unofficial party and travel guide for lotus eaters and party animals of all

stripes. Are you ready to make your way to Negril, Jamaica? where paradise awaits and strange

adventures lurk behind every palm tree and Oceanside bar. Chillin in Negril is the travel guide to get

you started in the right direction for that twisted vacation experience. Looking for some spicy island

fun? Chillin in Negril will point you in the right direction with loads of tips on things like where and

how to score without getting ripped off, where to go for the best beach side reggae, local food and

space cakes. Places to stay, with a chapter on the worlds most fun party resort Hedonism 11 and

the ins and out of staying there. Visit Booby Cay island and experience fantastic snorkeling while

chomping on fresh grilled lobster. Rastafarians, beach hustlers, beautiful people and some of the

most amazing folks in the world are waiting for you in Negril and the unofficial party guide is the only

travel guide you need to find your way around this extra cool section of Jamaica. Party hotels,

bargains and places to stay. Did you know mushroom tea is legal in Jamaica? Well it is and the

Chillin guide will show you where to go to find the finest mind expanding mushroom products. Ganja

tips and hints to keep you safe, happy, and higher than a lab rat! Chillin in Negril will take you to the

western side of Negril to the cliffs and One Love Road, home to really hip bars, cliff diving, wildlife,

caves, red stripe and some of the islands best Jerk shacks. Each chapter in Chillin in Negril is filled

with useless tips that will make your stay in Negril an extra magical experience abounding with

craziness and love. Are you wanting to let the wild child loose? If so Chillin in Negril, the Unofficial

Party and Travel Guide is the only guide that will help you land in a hammock with a Dirty Banana in

one hand, a big spliff in the other, under a palm tree on the beach while a reggae band is wails

away into the night. So what are you waiting for? You could be in Jamaica tomorrow having the

most fun the law does or does not allow. You could be Chillin in Negril!
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Having traveled to Negril before, I have a pretty good idea of what to expect on our next trip. Even

so, I was curious to see what this guide might offer and for the price it was a no-brainier.I found

some useful tips from an insider's perspective and a handful of new places to check out. There's a

lot of coverage of hedonism 2, so if you're curious about those shenanigans this guide is for you. (I

don't know if we'll be coughing up the cash for a day pass, but I am rather curious myself now.)This

book lacks great photos and maps, so it's not that kind of guide, but there are plenty of websites and

descriptions of places and various locations to generally point you in the right direction. I definitely

feel more confident about my choice of accommodations now (I usually only stay on the West End

-this time we'll be at Kuyaba) and feel better prepared overall for the Seven Mile experience.I also

found the chapters on local eats to be helpful. I'm a vegetarian and sometimes have had difficulty

finding diverse and inexpensive veggie meals on the West End, but this guide has definitely given

me a few new places to add to the list. Yah, mon!

This is not a book written by a professional writer or travel agent. This is a real person writing about

real experiences. The information is accurate and informative. It covers ALL the aspects of a trip to

Jamaica.A very worthwhile read for anyone traveling to Negril!!

This is probably most useful if you are going to Jamaica primarily to get high and go to nightclubs.

It's written in a "dude" sort of tone and the author obviously has spent a lot of time in Jamaica, it just

wasn't that helpful for me--but I am old, so for younger types interested in the aforementioned weed

and nightclubs, this might be the book for you.

This was great info! Told in an entertaining manner!

Let me start out with full disclosure. I have been lifelong friends with the author and fully understand

his humor and way of being. George's sense of humor and attitude toward life are ever present in

the pages of this book. He presents lots of useful information about how to hang, where to hang and

have a fun, yet safe time in Negril and surrounding areas. He gives advice on everything from



booking your own flights and accommodations to how to haggle prices with the locals. Throughout

the book he repeats the mantra of using common sense, respecting the locals, be safe and most

importantly don't be a jerk. I would recommend this book to anyone who is planning a trip to

Jamaica no matter their style of relaxation from mild to wild. If for no other reason, those folks

planning a trip to Jamaica will find this book full of websites for hotels, resorts, cafes, restaurants,

transport services and even the contact info for the embassy should you do something stupid. After

reading this book, I am ready to grab my passport, pack my bag and chill on the beach.

I am a single older woman who traveled to Jamaica with another older woman. At no time did we

feel threatened or at ease with our host country. Enjoyed so much with the people we felt like one

with them. Ya mon we had a ball.

Good resource if ur looking for a laid-back time in Negril!

I had not considered such a trip to Jamaica but came across this book and now I find it a must do

Bucket List item. GO!
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